Brief history of institutional recognitions
and previous Marie Curie and EU funded contracts

A.1. Institutional Recognition by the EU DG XII – Research

2014  EU Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Framework Programme
Funding Schema for EF Project: “Polemic Representations and their
Societal Impact”: The project has been submitted within the
H2020-MSCA-IF-2014_ST call, obtaining evaluation “very good” with
mark of 82,40/100 (threshold: 70/100).
Project Leader and Host Institution

2014  EU Research Executive Agency Unit P4, Marie Curie Host-Driven
Actions. The European/International Joint Doctorate in Social
Representations and Communication: reinforcing the links between
academic and non-academic sectors in a networked worldwide doctoral
program (SoReCom 2.0-EJD).
The project has been submitted within the H2020-MSCA-ITN-2014 call,
obtaining evaluation “very good” with mark of 84,00/100 (threshold:
70/100). It is currently on the Reserve List.
Project Leader and Coordinator

2013-2017 EU Research Executive Agency Unit P4, Marie Curie Host-Driven
Actions. The European Joint Doctorate on Social Representations and
Communication: an innovative doctoral programme in a networked
international research training environment (SoReComJoint-IDP).
The project has been selected as being the best among the 1147
submitted proposals, obtaining mark of 98,80/100 (threshold: 70/100).
Grant agreement PITN-GA-2013-607279.
Project Leader and Coordinator (funding € 3.170.801,48)

2004-2008 EU DG XII-Research, Marie Curie Conferences & Training Courses
action, 6th Framework Programme funding multiyear cycle of the European
PhD on Social Representations and Communication International Lab
Meetings entitled “Social Representation in Action and Construction in
Media and in Society” (SoReCoMedia&Society) - contract nº
MSCF-CT-2004-013264)
Project Leader and Coordinator (funding € 620.609,33)

2002-2004 EU DG XII-Research under High Level Scientific Conferences funded a
multiyear cycle of the European PhD's International Summer School on Social
Representations and Communication. Contract nº HPCF-2001-00210
Project Leader and Coordinator (funding € 278.070,00).

2000-2004 EU DG XII-Research, funded the European PhD on Social Representations
and Communication network as a **Marie Curie Training Site Multi-Partner Organization** under the program **Improving Human Research Potential and the Socio-Economic Knowledge Base** - contract n° HPMT-CT-2000-00152 - **Project Leader and Coordinator** (funding € 960.000,00)

1995-1999 **EU DG XII-Research**, under the **Training Mobility Researcher (TMR)** program provided funding for a four-year cycle of European PhD International Summer Schools - contract n° **ERBFMMACT960165**

**Project Leader and Coordinator**

1995-1997 **EU DG XII-Research** funded **Marie Curie Research Training Grants** under the **TMR Program** for European PhD fellows - contract n° **ERB400GT963929**

**Project Leader and Coordinator**

1996 **EU DG XII-Research** funded the co-ordinator of the European Ph.D. on Social Representations and Communication was also invited for 3 months (Jan.-March) as **senior fellow to Surrey University** (S.P.E.R.I. - Social Psychology European Institute) under **TMR Program: Marie Curie Research Training Grants**

1994-1995 **EU DG XII-Research** funded **Marie Curie Research Training Grants** under the **HCM Program** - contract n° **CE CHRX-CT94-0687**

**Project Leader and Coordinator**